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Part A:  General Project Information

Project No: R04-050
Organisation: BC Forest Service
Project Contact: Dr. André Arsenault
Address: Southern Interior Forest Region, 515 Columbia Street, Kamloops, BC, V2C2T7
Phone No. 250-828-4165
Email: Andre.arsenault@gems8.gov.bc.ca
Project Title: The ecology and management of dry-Douglas-fir forests: The Opax Mountain Silvicultural Systems Study.

Final Project Abstract:
The Opax Mountain silvicultural systems study is a long-term, multi-disciplinary, multi-agency research study of the ecological
impact of alternative harvesting practices on a dry Douglas-fir forest in the Interior. The project was initiated in 1992 to provide
information on the sustainability of different silvicultural systems. High priority information needs included: harvesting cost and
operations logistics, forest regeneration; nutrient cycling and soil productivity; pest management; floral and faunal biodiversity,
and historical patterns of natural disturbances. Considerable progress has been made in fulfilling these needs. We have shared
results with a wide variety of audiences in over 15 extension events.

Keywords:
Silvicultural systems; Opax Mountain; sustainability; biodiversity; wildlife, harvesting impacts; soil disturbance; dry Douglas-fir
forests; IDF, natural disturbance
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Part B:  Project Impacts, Outcomes, Progress, and Extension

B1:  Workplan and Annual Progress Summary:

Project Component or
Objective Activities (Tasks) Extent to Which Activities have been Completed and Objective have been

Achieved
Project synthesis & co-
ordination:

Published extension
note and material on
web site. Final report

This project was successful. A poster for the extension note was presented
at Winter Sisco and an abstract published in the proceedings. Following a
team review a final version of the extension note will be published in the
MOF series. This was discussed by phone in mid-february 2004

The extension note for the trail brochure has been published in Secwepemc in
collaboration with SCES and FORREX. This product will be distributed to
First Nations in the Southern Interior Forest Region.

Some web updates have been done in collaboration with School District 73
and FORREX.

Study 1 Nitrogen
cycling

Continued monitoring.
One published
manuscript.

This project was successful. One paper was published and monitoring
continued.

Study 2. Vegetation 4 manuscript to be
submitted for review

This project was successful. Four manuscripts were prepared according to
target journal standards and are currently undergoing internal review. Our
goal is to submit these papers this year. In addition we have made good
progress on the soil seedbank study.

Study 3. Regeneration Continued monitoring.
Preliminary analysis

This project was successful. Seedfall: Completed monitoring
Seedling age bank structure: completed field work; started
dendrochronology.
As discussed over the phone in mid February 2004 we decided to delay the
re-measurements of operationally planted seedling until this fall because we
missed the measuring window.
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Study 4. Growth and
yield.

Data summaries This project was successful. Plots were maintained and data summaries
were completed. Data was sent for implementation into Prognosis data base
and for inclusion onto our metadata.

Study 5. Wildlife
response.

manuscript to be
submitted for review

This project was succesful. However it was decided to prepare the paper on
squirrels before the one on woodpeckers.

Study 6. Fire history: manuscript to be
submitted for review.

This project was successful but a manuscript is not yet ready for review as it
was decided that further analysis was required. This was discussed by email
during mid-February 2004. I expect a draft manuscript to be ready within the
next two months.

Study 7. Muti-century
reconstruction of
defoliation outbreaks.

One M.sc. Thesis and 2
technical papers  to be
submitted for review.

This project was successful. M.Sc. Thesis “Multicentury history of western
spruce budworm outbreaks in Interior Douglas-fir forests near Kamloops,
British Columbia” and a draft manuscript were completed.

Study 8. Pest and
diseases.

Draft report This project was successful. Data have been collected and a draft report will
be ready in a few weeks.

Study 9. Microclimate Data summaries This project was successful. Stations are operational and have been
winterized. Data were summarized

Study 10. Stand
modelling:

Model runs & draft
report on stand
modelling

This project was successful. Model runs were initiated in this last quarter and
we expect to have a draft report ready in a few weeks.
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B2:  Research Question:

What is the effect of widely differing types of logging , natural disturbance, and soil disturbance on valued components of dry-Douglas-fir
forests in the Southern Interior of British Columbia?

The Opax Mountain Silvicultural Systems project was set up to assess how silvicultural systems affect many variables that are of concern to
managers of complex dry IDF forests.  The project includes 2 study areas, one in the IDFxh2 variant and one in the IDFdk2, with 6 operational-
scale harvest treatments at each: uncut control, 20% removal individual tree selection (ITS), 50% ITS, 50% ITS with uncut reserves, 20%
removal with a mixture of patch cuts of 0.1, 0.4 and 1.6 ha, and 50% removal with patch cuts.  The project includes studies of: fire history and
other natural disturbance agents; operational regeneration in openings and under partial canopy; edge effects on microclimate, snow melt and
soils; effects of canopy density, gap sizes, site preparation and edges on planted seedlings, natural regeneration and vegetation (including cover
layers, individual species and groups such as forage plants, weeds, forest associates and ectomycorrhizal hosts); and, harvest treatment effects
and habitat relationships of wildlife groups ranging from terrestrial invertebrates and arboreal beetles to small mammals and songbirds to
woodpeckers and ungulates.  Natural disturbances at the site cover a wide spectrum of sizes, frequencies, severities and effects on stand
structure.  Responses of the many study variables show that no one management treatment will maintain all valued components in the IDF
forest.  Together, these results recommend a range of management practices broader than the restricted uneven-aged management widely
practiced throughout the dry IDF.  In particular, patch cut systems with openings >0.1 ha, and management that responds to local stand
characteristics are needed complements for individual tree selection systems.  Our extension note presents summaries of results are presented
for many of the individual studies at Opax Mountain, dealing with the important management issues of natural disturbance regimes,
regeneration, managing vegetation resources, and conservation of biological diversity in managed IDF stands. Researchers have shared results
with a diverse audience in over 15 extension events.

B3:  Impacts and Outcomes:

Inform scientific audience on responses of available soil nitrogen and litter decomposition to opening of different sizes in Interior Douglas-fir
forests and on fire regime of dry Douglas fir ecosystems (see published papers).

Several other papers covering topics including, biodiversity, regeneration, and natural disturbances have been prepared and are expected to be
submitted to target journals during this year.

Informed a wide range of forest user groups during numerous public presentations (oral and posters) on the ecology and management of IDF
forests. The expected benefit is that forest users will be able to make more informed decision about planning and operations in this ecosystem.
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Information on the ecology and management of IDF forests was shared with students ranging from first graders to university undergraduate and
graduate student.

Published trail brochure on the ecology and management of dry Douglas fir forests in Secwepemc and will distribute to bands in the Southern
Interior Forest Region.

B4:  Users and Application of Results:

User/User Group Realised/Expected Benefit
International scientific
audience

Inform scientific audience on responses of available soil nitrogen and litter decomposition to opening of different
sizes in Interior Douglas-fir forests and on fire regime of dry Douglas fir ecosystems (see published papers).

Several other papers covering topics including, biodiversity, regeneration, and natural disturbances have been
prepared and are expected to be submitted to target journals during this year.

Natural resource
managers and public

Informed a wide range of forest user groups during numerous public presentations (oral and posters) on the ecology
and management of IDF forests. The expected benefit is that forest users will be able to make more informed decision
about planning and operations in this ecosystem.

Natural resource
managers and public
of the future

Information on the ecology and management of IDF forests was shared with students ranging from first graders to
university undergraduate and graduate student.

First Nations Improvement of trail brochure in Secwepemc and publication of 500 copies for distribution to bands in the Southern
Interior Forest Region.

B5:  Outputs, Deliverables, and Extension

TYPE CITATION INCL (Y/N)
JOU Published Manuscript (available upon request)

Arsenault, A. 2003. A note on the ecology and management of old-growth forests in the Montane Cordillera. Forestry
Chronicle 79(3): 441-454.

Arsenault, A. 2004. Fire ecology of dry forests in the Southern Interior Region. Streamline Watershed Management

Please see
technical report
for available
abstracts.
Published papers
available upon
request
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Bulletin 7(4):17

Hope, G.D., C. E. Prescott, and L. L. Blevins. 2003. Responses of available soil nitrogen and litter decomposition to
openings of different sizes in dry interior Douglas-fir forests in British Columbia. Forest Ecology and Management.
186: 33-46

Huggard, D.J., and W. Klenner.  2003. Grylloblattids in managed forests of south-central British Columbia.
Northwest Science 77: 12-18.

Draft Manuscripts (not available until published)
Lloyd, D. and N. Brand, A. Arsenault and D. Huggard. (in review). Edge effects on understory plant communities of
dry Douglas-fir forests at Opax Mountain, British Columbia. Target Journal: Canadian Journal of Botany

Lloyd, D., N. Brand, and A. Arsenault. (in review). Forage biomass response to canopy gaps, silviculture treatment
and light in an Interior Douglas-fir forest. Target Journal: Journal of Range Management

Campbell, R., D. Smith, and A. Arsenault. (in review). Multicentury historical patterns of western spruce budworm
outbreaks in Interior Douglas-fir forests near Kamloops, British Columbia. Target Journal: Canadian Journal of
Forest Research.

Herbers, J., and W. Klenner. (in review).  Effects of logging pattern and intensity on small mammal demography.
Target Journal: Canadian Forest Ecology and Management.

Miège, D., D. Lloyd, M. Doney, and A. Arsenault. (in review). Canopy Gap Distribution and Light Regime of
Partially Cut, Dry Douglas-fir Forests. Target Journal JEMS ONLINE.

D. Miège, M. Doney, A. Arsenault, D. Lloyd. Germination and Early Survival and Growth of Douglas-fir Following
Site-preparation Treatments Across a Light Gradient at Opax Mountain, British Columbia. (In review). Target
Journal: Forest Ecology and Management

Vyse, A., C. Ferguson, S. Simard, T. Kano and P. Puttonen. Canopy cover effects on the performance of three
underplanted conifer species at the Opax Mountain Silvicultural System Project. (In review). Target Journal:
Canadian Journal of Forest Research
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Manuscripts in preparation

Dickinson, T.E., E.E. Leupin, and D. Clark. (in prep).   Response of songbirds to timber harvesting in dry Douglas fir
forests: community recovery with persistent changes. Target Journal

Arsenault, A. (in prep). Fire history along an elevation gradient in an interior Douglas-fir forest landscape near
Kamloops, British Columbia. Target Journal: Canadian Journal of Forest Research

POS Arsenault, A. 2003. Poster on the Opax Mountain Research project delivered during the “Dry forest ecosystems
symposium” held in Kamloops in May 2003.

Campbell, R., D. Smith, and A. Arsenault. 2004. Multicentury historical patterns of western spruce budworm
outbreaks in Interior Douglas-fir forests near Kamloops, British Columbia. Presented at winter Sisco in Penticton.

Huggard, D. and A. Arsenault. 2004. Opax Mountain Silvicultural Systems Project: Results for Managing Complex
IDF Forests. Presented at winter Sisco in Penticton.

ORA Arsenault A. and W. Klenner. 2003. Disturbance Ecology of Dry-belt forests of the Southern Interior of BC:
perspectives on historic disturbances and implications for management. Oral presentation delivered during the “Dry
forest ecosystems symposium” held in Kamloops in May 2003.

Klenner, W.. and A. Arsenault. 2003. The challenge to produce landscape level patterns over time. Oral presentation
delivered during the “Dry forest ecosystems symposium” held in Kamloops in May 2003.

Arsenault, A. 2003. From the virtual to the operational: applying ecological information into forest management.
Seminar given to UCC students.

Arsenault, A. 2003. Silviculture Systems research program. Oral presentation to staff of the Okanagan-Shuswap
Forest District

La journée de l’arbre/Arbour day 2003. 4 Oral presentations to grade 1 students.

Arsenault, A. 2003. Fire ecology and management of dry forest ecosystems if the southern Interior of British
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Columbia. Field tour organized for SFU School of Resource and Environmental Management.

Arsenault, A. 2003. Applying dynamic ecology information into forest management in British Columbia. Seminar
presented to the fire ecology and management class at UCC.

Arsenault, A. and W. Klenner. Disturbance ecology of dry-belt forests in the Southern Interior of British Columbia:
Perspectives on historic disturbances and implications for management. Presented at the Wildfire and Fire
Management in the Okanagan Similkameen workshop held in Penticton, BC and hosted by South Okanagan
Similkameen Conservation Program.

Arsenault, A. 2003. Fire ecology in British Columbia's interior watersheds. Presented at the BCWWA/CWRA Post-
Wildfire held in Kamloops.

EXT Huggard, D. and A. Arsenault. (In review). Opax Mountain Silvicultural Systems Project: Results for Managing
Complex IDF Forests

Other Televised interview with French CBC on the ecological perspective of the 2003 fire season. It was aired on RDI.

Print Media interview with UCC journalisim student on fire history research at Opax. Published in Nature West.

Site visit and training for BCIT

Site visit and training for NVIT

TEC Unpublished reports

Arsenault, A. and R. Walton. 2004. Bibliography of the Opax Mountain Forest research project: 1997-2003.
(Available upon request).

Klenner, W. (in prep.) Modelling stand structure for complex interior Douglas Fir forests.

Merler, H. (in prep.) Forest Health conditions at the Opax Mountain Silvicultural Systems study: An update nine year
following logging.
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Stark, K. 2004. Seed bank literature review. Unpublised draft report.

WEB Update of Mountain Forest Webs-site

Completion of virtual trail by Wayne Deptuck, School District 73.

Deliverable Type Legend
TYPE OUTPUT DESCRIPTION TYPE OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
TEC Technical Report FGM Field Guide or Manual
JOU Peer Reviewed Journal Article ORA Oral Presentation
EXT Extension Note or Newsletter Article POS Poster Presentation
NEW Newsletter WEB Website
BOK Book or Book Chapter OTH Other
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Part C:  Additional Project Information

The 2003/04 fiscal period represents year 8 of a 100 year research program/project.

C2:  Research Focus:

x Silvicultural Systems - (harvesting systems –
shelterwood, clear-cut, etc.)

x Natural Disturbance Dynamics (fire,
wind, etc.)

Site Rehabilitation and
Restoration

x Growth and Yield (modeling, site index work) x Ecosystem Dynamics (classification,
inventory, PEM, ecosystem research)

Forest Genetics

x Biodiversity/Habitat Management (SAR,
habitat requirements, habitat supply modeling)

Wood Quality (assessment, wood
properties and potential applications)

x Forest Science extension

Forest health (pests and pathogens) x Soil Conservation, Health, and
Productivity

Riparian and Aquatic Management (buffers,
CWD)

x Integrated Resource Management (land
use planning)

C3:  Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification:

Alpine Tundra Engelmann Spruce-Subalpine Fir x Ponderosa Pine  (as part of NDT4)
Boreal White and Black Spruce Interior Cedar-Hemlock Spruce-Willow-Birch

x Bunchgrass (As part of NDT4) x Interior Douglas-Fir Sub-Boreal Spruce
Coastal Douglas-Fir Montane Spruce Not applicable
Coastal Western Hemlock Mountain Hemlock
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C4:  FII’s Objectives and Strategies:

Objectives and Strategies
Objective:  To support more effective policies, regulations, and guidelines

x Support policy, regulatory and guideline development, evaluation and adjustment
x Enhance quality of decision making through improved knowledge base
x Empowered decision makers to employ practical adaptive management approaches
x Support greater certainty in planning and decision making for all forest resources values

Objective:  To enhance the value of timber and forest land assets
x More effective and efficient use of forest resources

Reducing costs of timber production
Reducing forest health risks through improved management practices
Enhancing timber quality and resulting products
Increasing available volume and value through productivity enhancements, increased utilisation and better realisation of inherent site
potential
Increasing available timber volume through management of access constraints

Objective: To improve stewardship and market acceptability of BC forest practices and forest products
Promoting new or adapted forest practices which give  BC an edge in the world forest product marketplace

x Improving sustainable forestry practices in terms of planning, management, monitoring, analysis, reporting and adjustment
Enabling and accelerating certification practices


